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UK preps for Olympics -- with missiles
Wednesday, 04 July 2012

The British government confirmed Tuesday that it had placed missile batteries at six sites around London in advance of
the upcoming Summer Olympics, including atop two apartment buildings where residents had previously expressed
reservations about hosting the anti-aircraft weapons.

"Whilst there is no reported threat to the London Olympics," said Defense Secretary Phillip Hammond in a statement,
"the public expects that we put in place a range of measures aimed at ensuring the safety and security of this once-in-ageneration event. Ground-based air defense systems will form just one part of a comprehensive, multi-layered air
security plan which, I believe, will provide both reassurance and a powerful deterrent."
In addition to the Rapier and High-Velocity missile batteries, the government will also station a Royal Navy helicopter
carrier in the River Thames and station Royal Air Force jets and army helicopters nearby.

Residents of the Fred Wigg Tower and the Tower Hamlets, which will host High-Velocity missiles, had expressed
concern about the batteries when the government made a test deployment of the missiles atop their buildings in early
May. "I'm not sure I can sleep in a house knowing there are missiles on the roof," journalist and Tower Hamlets resident
Brian Whelan told ABC News in May.

Said Secretary Hammond, "A small number of activists object to the deployment of these defensive measures and a
legal challenge to the Government's decision to deploy ... has been initiated. The Ministry of Defense will defend these
proceedings vigorously and is confident of defeating them."
Additional anti-aircraft missile batteries are in place in farmland and hills east and south of London. The Olympic complex
is north of the Thames and east of central London near the Stratford and West Ham mass transit stations.
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